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|lA .S 4*$'go to Press (Monday) the mightier than the sword but have
F l.-N ational newspapers by scrap- paid dearly to defend and exercise
ling the. bottoms of their ink tanks, the right of free speech (the “under
Sand patriotically sharing out the pro- ground press” is not a phenomenon
j cesds among themselves (by permis- of World War II, or the American
|sion..of Natsopa) were assuring the and Russian subsidised ‘ “freeppublic that its daily dose of sport, radios” and propaganda balloons of
I,sex and sadism, was guaranteed until the post-war years). In every coun
RVednesday. *On that day the ink- try of the world at some time or
feirsty rotaries of Fleet Street would other freedom of the press has been
.give up the ghost if agreement be- outlawed or “temporarily, suspended
wveen the ink workers union in the national interest”, and anar
«Natsopa) and the Ink Manufac chists have always been among that
turers had not been reached.
minority of citizens who have fought
‘London’s commuting millions de for press freedom in defiance of the
p riv e d of the screen behind which dictators and the fine-weather demo
Jthey normally hide from their crats in power. (In the circum
travelling companions would be stances is it not curious that in the
tqbliged to see them and perhaps eyes of our national, “freedomfeven get to know them through con loving” press, anarchists are “bombversation; millions of newsprint-fed throwers” in spite of the fact that
Citizens suddenly thrown on their the tracts and periodicals, books and
town resources might feel the urge pamphlets they have distributed in
bo think for themselves; and whilst every language can be counted by
breakfast time in many households the million whereas their bombs are
twill be incredibly dull without the so personal and so carefully aimed
|Fleet Street uncles, and may even that history can record both the
jesplt in an increase in the divorce- authors and the victims of every
’rand hoifiocide- rates., we would like anarchist “outrage”. ‘ Indeed so few
no 'think that many "more families are they that anarchists are even
Cvill take advantage of the absence blamed for" 'crim es” they never
to f their paid-lodger to talk about all committed! )Ikinds of subjects which his presence
'and domineering personality have
prevented them discussing hitherto! w h y we do not share the Ob
server’s views then is not be
"From the foregoing, readers will
Sgather that we do not share the Ob cause we discount the fundamental;;;
server’s view that the printing in- basic role that the printed word
fcdustry though “in one sense an in- plays in society, but that like all
other activities, it too can operate
cdustry like any other”
F is also a public service, the visible ex- for anti-social as well as social ends,
C-pression of free , speech, the means of for what- is bad as well as for what
; communication between government and is good. To couple “the visible-:
-governed, a necessary instrument o f in expression of free speech”,- “the. n e
formation and enlightenment. That a cessary instrument of information
great deal of paper and ink is normally and enlightenmen” with “the means
wasted on trivialities in no way alters of communication between govern
these facts. It is absolutely false to ment and governed”, as the Obser
imagine that a modern democracy can ver does in its editorial, is to equate
work properly without newspapers.
Franco’s press with say, a paper like
Hu^SfSfSrver. We .do not, in spite
of the Observer's logic, for it is clear
hope we will not be misun- that whereas the latter feels at liberty
/■
derstood when we shy this. to criticise the.- government of the
For anarchists at all times have not day the Spanish Press receives in 
only declared that the pen *ts- structions from the government as
*By Tuesday the evil day had been put jo what it should say on every major
national and international issue.
back until the .week-end.

D iary of th e D ispute
'T 'H IS is the history of the general print facturers with whom it has a separate
dispute:
wage dispute.
FEBRUARY: Employers (the British
JUNE 2: British Federation of Master
Federation of Master Printers and the Printers recommends its members to give
Newspaper Society) reject union claims their workers two weeks’ notice that they
for a 10 per cem, pay rise and a 40-hour are to be employed only on a day-to-day
week. Most men are working 43£ hours, basis,
although provincial daily newspapers have
JUNE 17: Employers’ notices expire,
had 40 hours since 1946.
unions refuse to allow their men to work
MARCH: Negotiations between the on day-to-day basis and stoppage begins.
two sides break doyn and the nine
Nearly all provincial Press is stopped.
unions in the Printing and Kindred Trades National newspapers, which have a separ
Federation (P.K.T.F.) decide to ballot ate wage agreement, are not involved,
members on what action to take against but their ink deliveries have become
employers.
erratic because of Natsopa’s overtime ban
MAY: P.K.T.F. announce that mem in the ink industry.
bers have voted four to one for various
JUNE 26; Lorilleux and Bolton, a
possible lines of action suggested by the London printing ink firm, notifies its
leaders. These include a ban on over Natsopa men that they will be sacked
time, non-co-operation and strike as a
unless they end their restrictions.
last resort.
Men in other ink firms walk out or
Employers offer 2 i per cent, rise and a
one-hour reduction in the working week give strike notices as gesture of sympathy
on condition that unions accept proposals for Lorilleux and Bolton workers.
to increase productivity.
JUNE 29: Society of British Printing
Unions counter with proposal that 10 Ink Manufacturers announces that unless
per cent, pay rise and' 40-hour week be Natsopa men end their restrictive prac
introduced in instalments spread over two tices they will be given seven days’ notice.
years. Employers refuse and unions de
JUNE 30: Natsopa and ink employers
cide to employ sanctions against them meet Ministry of Labour officials for
separate talks. Talks fail. Natsopa
from June 3.
The National Society of Operative says all its 8S500 ink workers will walk
Printers and Assistants (Natsopa) begins . gut,
. (News Chronicle, July 1).
an overtime ban against the ink manu

tycoons (as in Italy and France for
instance), or because they are the
official organs of government (as in
Spain or the Iron Curtain countries).
Remove the advertisers, the indus
trialists, the governments and there
would be a void . . . to our minds
a good thing because then the
people themselves would clearly, be
obliged to create their own organs
of expresion which could be free in
the true sense because they would
depend neither on subsidies nor
mass circulation. But today, make
no mistake about it, there is a
national Press only because there is
money in it. It is “an industry like
any other” tout court.

PUBLIC

As to whether we should be worse
off without the organs of mass com
munications, is, however, another
matter. As to whether the national
press of this country is “the visible
expresion of free speech” depends
on one’s interpretation of, and the
limits one places on, “free speech”.
And here of course the gap between
an Observer or Manchester Guar
dian (to quote two examples of
British journalism at its best) and the
government-controlled organs of the
totalitarian countries, is consider
ably narrowed, at least for anar
chists, Neither'would ever question,
or permit the expression of ideas
advocating an alternative to, govern
ment. For both the democratic and
totalitarian press, government, auth
ority, is sacrosanct. And we submit
that if the ideas contained in the
anarchist philosophy have made no
headway in the public imagination,
it is not so much a reflection on the
“impractical” aspects of the ideas
of anarchism or proof of their rejec
tion by the public, as it is evidence
of the stranglehold on a press which,
albeit free from direct governmental
control, never veers from the estab
lished, orthodox, social and econ
omic concepts.
Coupled with the impossibility of

penetrating the editorial columns of
the established press with new ideas
(which, of course, are as old as
human imagination) is the fact that
the national press is so well or
ganised and entrenched that in the
past thirty years though some news
papers have been absorbed its mono
poly has remained unchallenged
(Mr. Martell’s folly, the short-lived
Recorder, was never taken seriously
and allowed to commit suicide by
the national advertisers and press
lords alike). Because the national
press is an industry “like any other”
it cannot at the same time be “a
public service” in the real sense of
the term. The latter serves primarily ' J ’HE responsible press is horrified
that 2,500 ink workers should
the public interest, the latter the
financial interests of the proprietors have the power to silence the press.
or shareholders. (For example. If the Press were not rotten to the
Picture Post was bought by more core we would be inclined to agree.
than half a million people when Mr. But none of the editorial writers ever
Hulton decided to suppress it be mentions the fact that half a dozen
cause it was losihg money). Indeed newspaper proprietors have the
in the society we live in it is pos power to close down the national
sible to conceive of the elimination press and a large part of the pro
of the printed word, because its pub vincial weeklies, and, with the two
lication depends on financial not newspaper proprietors (Odhams and
the Daily Mirror Group) who con
social considerations.
' Today most newspapers are pub trol the magazine press, they could
lished because they have the support if they so wished virtually suppress
of advertisers, or because they are the written word, put hundreds of
the mouthpieces of industrial
W C o n tin u ed on
3

The Legitimacy Bill

TH E
M ° S T objective observers accept
the evidence that legislation
does not necessarily change or affect
behaviour. In relation to marriage
it is obvious that legal ties do not
prevent adultery or desertion or stop
men and women falling in love with
persons other than those with whom
it is legally permissible. It seems
obvious to us, therefore, that a sane
recognition in law and by society of
this fact would prevent a great deal
of misery, and help to educate
people to accept that marriage to
one partner may not happily last a
lifetime. ..
The diehards have been slightly
shaken in their insistence upon' the
necessity of monogamous marriage
as a basis for a civilized society and
the law now holds that the child
bom out of wedlock is at least
human and suhjeqt'to certain legal
rights even if its parents are damned
in the sight qf jS p d ! But many
attitudes have to be changed before
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society, led in some instances, by a
peculiar band of moralists, accepts
. that individuals must make decisions
affecting their personal lives with
out suffering the punishment of
legal or moral codes.
Many of us thought thar the Legi
timacy Bill, carried by forty-five
votes to four in the Commons, was
“step forward” in a society which
is so often retreating from sanity.
The main clause of the Legitimacy
Bill however, has been deleted by
twenty-seven votes to nineteen in
the Lords. This clause
“would have allowed an illegitimate
child to be legitimated whenever its par
e n ts subsequently married. The existing
law allows it only when the parents were
free to marry at the time of the child’s
birth. That is, a child bom of unmarried
parents can be legitimated by its parents’
subsequent marriage; the child bom of
an adulterous union cannot.” •

L o rd , Conesford, moving the
amendment which sought to delete
the clause said that:
“The implication of the change now
proposed was deeply injurious to the
whole institution of Christian marriage
and, indeed, of monogamy. A departure
from the conception that legitimacy was
the status held by a lawful child of a
marriage could be made only by ignoring
the concept that a man could not, during
his marriage, beget lawful children by
another woman.
; “If the innocence of the child is itself
a ground for the legitimacy of that child,
then all children are innocent and that is
a ground not for this bill but for the
abolition of illegitimacy.”

pregnancy occurs the problem of
status for the child still remains.
We do not think that illegitimacy
is a terrible affliction but many
people who conceive their children
“in adultery” are disturbed by the
possible consequences, a fear which,
may be passed on to their offspring.
Suppose also that one of the
“adulterous” partners cannot get a
divorce either because the husband
or wife may have disappeared or,
as sometimes happens, one of the
married partners refuses to grant
the other a divorce, have a couple
to wait until they are sure of being
able to legalise their children before
conceiving them, or give up the idea
entirely?
Lord Cdnesford’s morality does
not cover the impelling need of some
couples who feel that having chil
dren is the natural outcome of a
love relationship. By any standards
these feelings are not “wrong” even
if it can be argued that they are un
wise.
At the risk of the law being
“abused” no just case can be argued
against legitimating children “con
ceived in adultery” if the parents
feel strongly enough to want this.

Man’s Humanity to Man

Homeward-bound from the Far East,
the troopship Oxfordshire changed course
and put in at Falmouth yesterday to
save the life of an expectant mother.
The ship was crossing the Bay of
Biscay when Mrs. Anne Coles, 30-yearold wife of an R.A.S.C. captain, was
There is little doubt that His taken ill.
Loudspeaker appeals for blood donors
Lordship is primarily concerned
with maintaining Christian marriage. produced over 100 volunteers, said the
commandant, Lt.-Colonel D. W. H.
and monogamy, and although his Browne, when the ship docked at South
remarks on innocence are sound, ampton last night.
coming from him they are dishonest.
Meanwhile, the Oxfordshire made for
“ Adulterous intercourse” by defini Falmouth, where Mrs. Coles, from High
tion means that monogamy is not Seas,. Bexhill-on-Sea, was landed by
maintained without marriage and-if stretcher.
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What to Dot

‘ New com er* Bew are
D ear C omrades,

A perceptive newcomer might well be
more confused than enlightened by
P.G .F’s article (F reedom, 4/7/59). I
know from experience how difficult it is
to write a brief outline of anarchism,
but there are two obvious blunders P.G.F.
makes which could lead to considerable
misunderstanding of our ideas:
1. P.G.F. sets out to show how “anar
chism is practical in an industrial society”.
He then proceeds to invite his hypotheti
cal newcomer to “investigate anarchosyndicalism”, and finally ends up by
giving a description of a “syndicalist”
society. In other words, he confuses
anarchism with anarcho-syndicalism and
anarcho-syndicalism with syndicalism. It
should be made clear that anarchism is
not identical with syndicalism and that
anarcho-syndicalism is only one among
several schools of anarchist thought.
|s Having identified anarchism with
syndicalism. P.G.F. now makes it identi
cal with industrial and juridical demo

cracy. What else can be inferred from
his statements that in a syndicalist society
there would be “control by the majority”
(over whom or what?) and that disputes
would be settled by “a majority decision”
if voluntary arbitration fails? As I see
it, without the principle of individual
sovereignty the libertarian conceptions we
profess become meaningless—mere liberal
chatter. And individual sovereignty only
becomes fully possible when there is
neither control by the majority nor by
the minority.
As for majority decisions, it has yet
to be demonstrated that the truth of a
dispute can be reached by counting noses.
Any decision in such a situation that was
not unanimous, and was not freely agreed
to by the parties to the dispute, would
result in the reconstitution of some form
of coercive machinery to enforce any
other decision made, whether or not it
was by a majority.
Yours fraternally,
London, July 5.
S. E. P arker.

The Self-Regulating Ritters
T he E ditors,

2. The anarchist approach could not
Dear Sirs,
lead to our attitude because the “counter
Please allow me to say in your paper
truth” as defined and described by Reich
how deeply touched we were by C.W.’s
is not recognised by anarchism as we
appreciative and kind review of our
know . the several versions of it. The
book The Free Family, and sundry
anarchist is against the enforced law of
other activities. How different from
the state on principle. Reich, we believe,
your review of the memorial volume to
and ourselves certainly, are opportunists
Wilhelm Reich!
in this matter, the only sensible thing:
when the law is suitable, when the
I want to clarify a point made by
countertruth is applicable, then there is
C.W. He does not know whether we
every reason why the law should be in
would be pleased or annoyed to be re
voked, even if this is not very efficient
garded as anarchists, thinks that an
and even if it is no good as a long term
anarchist approach could have led to
our attitude, and that we had a ‘lapse’ policy. The law can be a desirable ex
pression of sensible public opinion,
when we invoke the law to stop cruelty
although it is rarely th a t
to children. These three points, made
at different times, in the review form
3. Therefore, it is no lapse on our
the basis of our reply:
1.
We are only against being labelled, part to invoke a new law to protect
children. It is only a lapse as far as
anarchist, Reichian or any other, because
Goodman and C.W. are concerned, not
labels are not a good idea. They mean
as far as our attitude is concerned, or
too many different things to too many
indeed that of Reich. Just as it was not
different people. A study of any dozen
a lapse to lean out of my bedroom win
people called by the same collective
dow at midnight and summon the police
name will show the dangers of this un
to a scene that sounded like child
necessary habit, peculiar to only some
murder. I was scared myself to dive
civilisations.
in with my own fists. What does the
anarchist do if he is a coward like my
self? Or are all anarchists heroes?
F R E E D O M B O O K S H O P No, no, he does the same but does not
recognise the basis and the sense of such
OPEN DAILY
opportune actions. He ignores the
(0 |M R 10 * jn .— 4 .31 p.m ., 5 p.m . S it s i)
countertruth half of the world even when
it is relevant to his own actions.
N ew Books • . •
The Girl Outside
A. Bestic
The Politics of Despair R. Contril
Sex and the Adolescent
Maxine Davis
Jiving to Gyp (Poems)
Royston Ellis
The Offshore Island
Marghanita Laski
The Ideal City
Helen Rosenau
Mass Culture
G. B. Rosenberg & D. M. White

15/40/-

P aul R itter .

Anarchistic activity in Britain today is
at a low ebb. Apart from small propa
ganda groups such as the Freedom Press,
University Libertarian and London Anar
chist Group there is very little specific
anarchist action.
There is confusion amongst anarchists
concerning the meaning of anarchy. In
terpretations range from vague ideas of
unrestricted individual freedom or rejec
tion of majority control to anarchosyndicalism and the class struggle. The
newcomer is bombarded by quotations
from Stimer, Ammon Hennacy, Read,
Molnar, Neill, Buber, Gandhi, Kropotkin
and so on ad infinitum. If he ever suc
ceeds in surviving such a bombardment
it is more often by luck than judgment.
There seems to be a vague distrust of
co-operation and “organisation” is rapid-l
Iy becoming a dirty word. Comrades
prefer to go their own ways and cultivate
their own gardens or philosophy. Organ
ised action is limited to such projects as
the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament
and the Direct Action Committee which
are mainly non-anarchist.
Many reasons have been advanced for
the present impasse but there is one fac
tor which, in my opinion, tends to be
overlooked. This is the effect of the state
upon anarchism itself. In “The State,
Its Historic Role”, Kropotkin clearly de
monstrates how government deliberately
disrupts,-destroys or incorporates in itself
any associations that might seriously im
pede its activities. The state aims to be
the corporate body having relations with
individual subjects, not groups.
In present society the cancerous growth
of the state has reached vast proportions.
Would it not be surprising if we ourselves
were not engulfed?1 In lacking direction,
shying from organisation and over-empha
sising philosophic anarchism or indivi
dualism we are playing the State’s game.
As individuals we present no danger to
authority: as a corporate body we would.
The nineteenth century anarchists may
have been wrong about the inevitability
of progress and the class struggle but they
had a definite idea of anarchism {i.e.
society without government or bosses).
Have we such a clear notion today? Al
though they didn’t achieve the goal of
anarchy, they played an active part in
the emancipation of the worker. What
is anarchism achieving in Britain today?
Where are the anarchist co-operatives,
trades unions or other mutual aid asso
ciations?
The pendulum has swung from militant
struggle to philosophical impasses. When
will it swing back again?
London, July 4.
F.G.P.

15/5/10/6
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Cheap Editions . • •
The Psychology of Thinking
Robert Thomson 3/6
Winesburg, Ohio
Sherwood Anderson 10/Thin Ice
Compton Mackenzie 2/6

Second-Hand • * .
The Green Child Herbert Read
(illus. Felix Kelly)
English Social History
(Imperfect)
G. M. Trevelyan
The Illusion of National
Character
Ham iIton Fyfe
The Catholic Crisis
George Seldes
Robert Owen
Margaret Cole
Essays in Freedom
H. W. Nevins'on
Means and Ends
A. J . Penty
The Intelligentsia of G reat
Britain
Dmitri Mirslty
This Time a Better Earth
Ted Allen
Facts of Life
Paul Goodman
The Idiot
Fyodor Dostoievsky
William Morris and the Early
Days of the Socialist Movement
J . Bruce Glasier
Thus and Thus
Henri Barbusse
British Liberty in Danger
Ronald Kidd
Incidents of Coercion (Ireland)
1888
G. Shaw Lefevre

Nottingham, June 29
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CO U N T-D O W N by Charles Eric
Maine. (Hodder & Stoughton,
12s. 6d .).

Applied Mathematics
/"''O-OPERATIN’G with nature, to
obtain the power and materials for
the improvement of conditions of human
life, involves an understanding of nature.
Such an understanding, now known as
science, originated in mythology and
craft-knowledge.
Geometry was the first science to reach
maturity because it was concerned with
static objects of “life size” which were
common to the experience of all people.
The purpose of science is to enable men
and women to see pattern in the flow of
events. The language of mathematics,
has been of great service in expressing
such patterns.
Applied mathematics can be revolu
tionary, as witness the overthrow of the
Aristotelian cosmology by the Newtonian
system. This was one of the great fac
tors in the Enlightenment of the 18th
Century. Perhaps the pendulum swung
too far over, in that the sense qualities
were dismissed from the outside world
and placed in the head of the observer.
Mathematics is also closely linked with
practical life. The introduction of arabic
numerals accompanied the rise of com. merce; before that time what are now
simple arithmetical calculations involved
long computations by professional mathe
maticians. Navigation and Surveying
depend on Trigonometry for the calcula
tion of distances and directions on the
earth’s surface.
The biological and social sciences have
developed powerful statistical tools. Ex
periments can now be designed in such
a way that significant conclusions can be
drawn from seemingly chaotic data.
Economic co-ordination between the
many federated regional economic units
and syndicates will demand the services
of statisticians. It is very necessary that
we respect the work of the craftsmen,
but it is also necessary that the craftsmen
respect the work of those who are con<
cerned with research or planning. The
Guild idea refers to workers by hand
and/or brain.
In the very small communities there is

no place for any highly differentiate
type of work. The need is for agriculj
ture and allied crafts. This is certain^
the soundest basis for any socictjfl
Above this is the superstructure of decenl
tralized industries. Here mathematic
is essential as the language of science an'
engineering.
The mixed economy of the free socitf
will contain industrial syndicates and ctf
operatives of various types, besides the
small agricultural communities. This
we can have pastoral romanticism as we£
as industrial progress.
Mathematics possesses not only trufirf
but supreme beauty, and hence is of valtf
apart from its practical applications,
The fear of mathematics, as being anti
life and authoritarian is unfounded
being due to the strangeness of the nofl
tion. The certainty of pure mathematffl
is a matter of definition, and hence ni
threat to freedom. The appearance ja|
certainty is also due to the axioms on
mathematics being chosen with reference
to experience. Actual measurement will
confirm this, but the statistical element
must be recognised.
Our desire, as libertarians, is to c o il
sider concrete reality as primary, and thlR
is precisely the interest of applied matha
matics. A problem directly from prafl
tical life may be full of interest; but
how can one solve the particular problem]
without having studied the geijertjl
theory? The general method of solving
all problems of this nature, and of con-]
sidering all possible basic patterns and
relationships is pure mathematics. Applied
mathematics is thus 75% Pure Mathe
matics. It would be as wrong to limit
mathematics to the immediately practical
as to divorce it from the practical. It is
only in this reciprocal relationship of
theory and practice that either can
develop.
Mathematics is one df the greatest
achievements of humanity, and should
rank with music and ethics in our esteem.
E. G. H ughes.

N A TIV E GROUND by Philip
Callow. (Heinemann, 15s.).

n p H lS volume consists of a number of
fictional, slices of Midland life. It is
I “/^O U N T -D O W N ” is a science-fiction excellent in the way that many “Penguin
SS novel about a group of scientists New Writing” stories were: socially real
and a newsman preparing to launch a istic, humane, mildly funny and ex
new type of negative-gravity rocket. tremely likeable. These stories gene
The principle is new and revolutionary; rate no fire; they arouse no strong
it will out-date conventional rocketry emotion; they are without anger or selfand give Britain a head-start into space. pity: yet they are shrewd, understanding
Then the murders begin: one by one this and warm. If they lack a dimension it
isolated community start to kill each
is that of rebellion—politics don’t in
other until only two are le ft: a girl trude (and the stories are probably the
scientist and the newsman. By now it
better for it) but one does feel the lack
has become apparent that the group has of radical fire.
individually become possessed by an
All in all, though, this is a charming
alien mind dedicated to frustrating the
plans for the count-down and preventing and unpretentious collection by a man
mankind from testing the ' negative who conveys his embarrassments (in
gravity mechanism. And more, it seems love), boredoms (in work), and agonies
(in school), with a subtle and effective
likely that this alien mind is not from
some distant star: it is from the future. pen.
The story ends with the successful
I shall long relish Mr. Callow's des
launching of the rocket.
criptions of his first kiss, of the randy
Although competently written, the landlady, of his room-mate George who
“decided to be a man or art, since he
book left me dissatisfied. “Count-Down"
was such a sensual devil, and art thrives
isn’t plausible in the way that good sf
should be. It has not got the compel on human weakness”, of his first job—
ling mystery of good fantasy nor the indeed, Mr. Callow’s snapshots of
unputdownableness of a good thriller. people and places have sharp definition,
The people are a little dull, the interven and are exquisitely composed.
tion of the future is given away rather
O.C.
too early and is rather matter-of-factly
handled.
If science fiction is a subversive art—
and in good hands it is subversive of
political, moral or conceptual precon
ceptions—then this isn’t top-flight sf
It is, however, better than average, and
for addicts, well worth reading.

IN DEFENCE OF TEACHERS
TJTASNT Ernie Crosswell spoilt his Anyone with the ability and personaj |
argument by being just a little too qualities to be a good teacher certainJ
clever at the expense of a body of men can get more material reward elicwherH
and women which, as he himself says, as things are at the moment, so theifl
harbours all types”? Of course, teach must be some altruism about (youa
ers are people, with a fair cross-section opinion is as good as mine as to what
of the virtues and faults. (Whether a proportion of teachers are good ones')]
random specimen of “just people” ought £900 a year certainly doesn't go far Id
to be put in a position of dictatorial you want to have a home and a family!
authority over 40 assorted individuals —and these are not despicable desires]
35 hours a week for a year of their life I don't know many assistant teachers
is another matter: it is just because the who run cars. And although corporgl
thought of this so horrifies me that at punishment is not quite “out” in schools]
the cost of no little personal sacrifice I feel sure that most teachers are kinder]
1 buy my kid out of such a system). than most parents! And the teaching
We Anarchists may have the advantage profession doesn’t have a monopoly o i
over “just people” in our outlook and clock-watchers—while on the other side!
insight, but are we so damned perfect of the coin, where else will you find sd
that we have the right to pour out this many people who are prepared to givq
sort of heavy. sarcasm at a body of of their time outside the contracted
people who are certainly no worse than hours without extra pay?
I’m not a teacher.
the norm of a rotten society and a fair
lAN L eslie, ■
proportion of whom are a bit better? 5/7/59
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T H E FILM OF MY UN CLE
“MY UNCLE” opens with a shot of
a band of dogs joyously roving about the
deserted streets of a French suburb.
They cock a leg against the symbols of
municipal virtue and law and order, the
lamppost and traffic signals, and sniff
at delicious unmentionables in the gutter.
The dachshund of this party makes his
way back home and wriggles through a
functional gate despite his checkered
coatee. Having paid his respects to the
lintel he is greeted with some distaste
by the mistress of the house who is an
obsessional with a duster, the master of
the house is departing for work, which
is a ceremony, from the house which is
an antiseptic machine for functioning in.
The house is contemporary, merging on
the contemptuous. The gates are opened
by a push-button and a push- button
controls the fish-fountain, the garden has
idiotic crazy paving with stepping stones
for a path. Nothing is too chi-chi for
the house.
We soon switch to the establishment
of M. Hulot (Jacques Tati), who is the
brother of the obsessive duster. We
never see the inside of M. Hulot’s apart
ment, it has an idiosyncratic approach
through a succession of staircases and
passages and when M. Hulot finally
arrives he finds that by opening a window
he can direct a beam of sunshine on to
a caged canary which sings, so he wedges
the window open.
This film like “M. Hulot’s Holiday”,
has no plot and hardlv anv rtialrunw* t*

Chaplin, defeated by the machine, or
Buster Keaton unorthodoxly employing
the machine; Hulot is a naive saboteur,
a sort of Magoo in spite of himself.
We could hazard what Jaques Tati’s
politics are. There was in “M. Hulot’s
Holiday” a Sydney-Parkerish intellectual
reading “Le Libertaire” but there is an
anarchistic streak which is common to
other political beliefs (by the way what
ever happened to Monsieur Poujade?) so
we shall not, remembering Chaplin and
his political pratfalls,. hail Hulot the
anarchist.
The brother-in-law has a factory for
producing plastic hose-pipes, Tati is tem
porarily put in charge and succeeds in
turning out to a series of belching hic
coughs from the machine a sausage-like
chain of hose which has to be disposed
of.
Many critics seem to think the film was
too long but it is the sort of film that is
going on all the time, the idiocies of
mechanized living, the meal that is a
surgical operation served to a boy who
is full of the delights of the most unhy
gienic ‘pancakes’ served from a streetbarrow, the practical jokes of small boys,
the intractability of things opposed to
the human flexibility of People, the point
less rush of city life opposed to the
humanity of the local bistro; the thousand
and one things that happen. “Mon
Oncle” is a documentary of a new kind.
The dialogue is delightful in its absence
Or-w-J
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R a n d s o f printers, journalists,
T ^ gen ts and distributors out of
h
T his is the slender thread on
Tx* our much vaunted freedom
jb press as w ell as the livelihood
j^tousands of persons, are susW hy then take exception
workers exploit their power
tth er their social and econom ic
t$ts?
W hy com plain about
wd, Jhops and restrictive prac1 fin the printing industry when
■k* dozen men m onopolise the
'al and periodical Press?

^ive in a financial and social
ju n g le compared with which
anarchy'' of anarchy is paradise
Srth! Apart from sharing their
pfr a tim e of crisis when all are
h y threatened, there is no love
am ong the newspaper pro
o fs or among any em ployers for
[matter. They co-operate only
they are agreed that it is in
individual interests to do so.
v ise it’s m onopoly they dream
"£h “com petition” as the m eans,
weapon for elim inating or abing the weak among them , and
flhpre clearly has this been show n
in the take-over bids for the
jjbdica] press during the past year,
jhave no objection to dog eating
W hat w e find m ore fa rm in g
^disheartening are the rivalries
A ntagonism s am ong the m illions
work for their daily bread. For
fcther aspect of the social jungle
the classes existing w ithin the
forking class. And few industries
Ire more riddled by the class concept
an the printing industry. It w ill
ave been observed that the printing
Workers are divided into ten unions,
lhat those em ployed by the national
Press enjoy better econom ic con
ditions than their counterparts on
the provincial newspapers; that ink
workers are less w ell paid than those
who use that ink in printing. There
can be little solidarity am ong wor
kers when differentials exist to
divide them. N ote the reply given
to Robin Day {N ew s Chronicle) by
Mr. Briginshow, general secretary of
Natsopa when he was asked: “ D id
you consult the other printing wor
kers before authorising your ink
workers to stop work?”
Briginshaw * So far as we are concern
ed with the ink workers, as with the paper
workers and paper makers, there is a
separate agreement with the service side
of the industry, and it is always under
stood that consultations do not take place.
It is a matter for the unions themselves.

'p H A T 2,500 ink workers can
paralyse the print industry of
200,000 plus the thousands from
packers to journalists, from clerks
to advertising agents whose liveli
hood depends on the wheels of the
printing industry turning, appears to
take tjfe editorial writers of the Press
by surprise, and, we are told, causes
resentment among those put out of
work “without cause” besides des
troying the “unity” of the Labour
'movement.
B ut why? After all you can’t
have your cake and eat i t Capi
talism is not co-operation but the
division of society. Just as the boss
ow es no-one a living by what token
does a worker ow e loyalty to the
boss? Because he pays him a wage?
But only so long as he finds it pro
fitable to do.so

NEW TOWN STORY

FROM S IL K IN G R A D TO M IS S IL E V IL L E
/t *HE idea of countering the overgrowth of great cities and “conur
bations" by developing new towns and
neighbourhoods with their own industries
goes back a long way. “One might
trace the germ of the idea back to the
early, 19th century, writers—Bucking
ham, Henry George, Kropotkin and
others”,i but for practical purposes it
begins with Ebenezer Howard, whose
influential book Tomorrow: a Peaceful
Path to Real Reform> with its famous
analysis of the disadvantages of both big
city life and country life, was published
in 1898. Howard's idea was that resi
dents of overcrowded urban centres
should be encouraged to move to rela
tively self-contained garden cities of
about 32,000 population, built by volun
tary associations. “He proposed a vol
untary co-operative set-up: a limitedprofit association that would own the
site, confine its own part to a few specific
aims, and leave full play for private,
group, and municipal enterprise.”2 In
1903 he acquired.a tract of land in Hert
fordshire. 35 miles north of London and
began the building of the first garden
city, Letchworth, and in 1919 the second
garden city was begun at Welwyn in
southern Hertfordshire.
By 1949 the
population of Letchworth was just under
20,000 and of Welwyn 18,500. In spite
of their physical and financial achieve
ments the garden city enthusiasts had
little immediate effect on public policy.
F. J. Osborn describes how he spent
years “lobbying, lecturing, and propa
gandizing” the garden city idea, only to
be advised by Howard: “You are wast
ing your time. If you wait for the
authorities to build new towns you will
be older than Methuselah before they
start. The only way to get anything
done is to do it yourself.”
Then in 1939 the Barlow Commission
(on the distribution of the industrial
population) made its report, concluding
that “The continued drift of the indus
trial population to London and the Home
Counties constitutes a social, economic
and strategical problem which demands
immediate attention” and recommending
that “Decentralisation or dispersal should
be encouraged and secured, in the form
of garden cities or garden suburbs,
satellite towns, trading estates, or by the
development of existing small towns or
regional centres.” During the war Sir
Patrick Abercrombie's Greater London
Plan proposed that about three-quarters
of a million people should move out of
London to new and existing towns within
a fifty-mile radius, and that eight New
Towns should be built in the London
rdgion, each to take 60,000 people. A
New Towns Committee appointed in
October, 1945 said that they should be
developed as “self-contained and balanced
communities for work and living” and
that they must be the antithesis of the
dormitory suburb. “Men” said the Com
mittee “must live near their work”.

Similarly, it was years before govern
empowering the Minister of Town and
Country Planning (wc had one in those ment consent was given for work to start
planning-conscious days), to appoint De on the New Town Centre which only
velopment Corporations to build them. came into use at the end of last year.
Stevenage, a Hertfordshire town on the
The pace of the growth of the town
Great North Road, thirty miles north of
London, with a population of about 6,000 has increased in the last three years,
was the first town to be designated. The during which houses have been com
Minister, Lewis (now Lord) Silkin held pleted and occupied at a rate of about
1,200 a year. The population at the end
a public enquiry where he heard loud
objections from local residents. (Thc- of December was 33,500, most of whom
tyres of his car were let down, and sand arc people who have moved from the
was put in his petrol tank). He pro inner London boroughs. The birthrate
ceeded with his order, but the decision is among the highest in the country:
was contested in the High Court, where twice the national average. The deaththe order was quashed. This decision rate is less than half the national figure,
was reversed in the Court of Appeal, and for few immigrants are over 45. There
one night in December, 1946, some-one will soon be as many teenagers as would
changed the name-plates on Stevenage normally be found in a town of 150,000
railway station to Silkingrad. The people. In 1945, Stevenage bad four
Stevenage residents took the case to the schools; it has now 19 more with two
House of Lords, who in July, 1947 up more being built The factories in the
held the Minister. As the Herts Pictorial town employ 14,000 people.
puts it. although the project began in
1945,
“Stevenage set up such a howl and pro
tested so ‘ volubly that although it was
announced it was hoped to commence
erecting houses on the New Town Site
within 18 months, it was not until over
five years later—in February, 1951—that
the first London family moved into what
was, at long last, becoming Stevenage
New Town.”

JpOR no sooner had the legal squabbles
been settled, than the Treasury be
cause of one of our recurring economic
crises, forbade the Development Corpor
ation to enter into any contracts. Con
tinuing financial restrictions imposed by
the government, apart from slowing down
building to a snail's pace in the early
nineteen-fifties, affected the quality of the
houses. The decline from the standard
of those built to the floor areas of the
1949 Housing Manual down to that of
those built in accordance with the Houses
1952 Manual is all too obvious and its
effect will last the life of the buildings.
One type of house, the ‘C9’ is notorious
among residents. More recent designs
are better. The conditions of the capital
loans from the Treasury have also greatly
affected the scope of the Corporation’s
activities:

/T*HE railway and the Great North
A Road run north and south through
the town. West of the railway line is the
industrial area, and on the western boun
dary of that the future by-pass road
which will take the trunk road out of the
town altogether. The neighbourhoods of
the new town are to the east and south
of the old town with wedges of green,
like the Fairlands Valley between them.
The Town Centre, centrally placed be
tween the industrial and residential areas,
helps to tie the whole thing together.
When complete it will be the biggest allpedestrian shopping centre in Europe. In
spite of forecasts from all the commer
cial interests that a pedestrian-access
shopping-centre would fail, all the shops
were immediately let, and it is evident on
Saturdays that people come from miles
away to shop there. The square, with
its tall old trees, fountain, clock-tower
and sculpture is, architecturally the most
successful thing in Stevenage.

page book, Mr. Harold Orlant* Steven
age: A Sociological Study o f a New
Town, written in 1951, before a single
tenant had moved in. Right at the end
of this book Mr. Orlans quotes an anar
chist author and draws an anarchist con
clusion:
“Wc have described, in preceding chap
ters, some of the struggle for power be
tween different groups of planners—the
urban and rural groups, the house and
the flat addicts, the Development Cor
poration and the Stevenage Council, the
Ministry and the Corporation, and so on.
This predilection for power and the plan
ning of other peoples lives, implicit in
utopian (as in ideological) thought and
explicit in the political action to which it
leads, gives an authoritarian colour to the
most benign utopia. In addition, as the
anarchist Marie Louise Bcrncri noted . . .
T he majority of utopias assumed that the
interests of the individual coincided with
those of the State and that a conflict
between the two was unthinkable . . .
The main trend of literature between the
two wars has been one of extreme scep
ticism regarding the power of the State
to transform society . , .(Today) intel
lectuals arc dreammg of avoiding the
realisation of utopias and of returning to
a less ‘perfect’ but more free society".
and he goes on
“Likewise, it is strange how socialist
and monopoly capitalist doctrine coincide
in the New Town. For surely it is more
a difference of name than substance that
separates the social principles of, let us
say, the Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company's Parkchester development in
New York City and the Ministry of Town
and Country Planning's Stevenage New
Town. In both there is to be found the
same monopolistic ownership of land by
one agency, the same leasehold restric
tions on the freedom of the individual,
the same lack of democracy in the ap
pointment of the governing body, the
same bureaucratic rule by remote officials.
This is what Bellamy's and Howard’s
utopias have come to.”

'T ’ODAY the town, is there, half-built,
but big enough for you to draw your
own conclusions. Is it a success? It
depends who you ask. As long ago as
1953 the Architectural Review had written
the New Towns off as Prairie Planning:
“One of the essential qualities of a
town is that it is a gathering together of
people and utilities (or the generation of
‘T he entire capital cost of a New
civic warmth. However overcrowded,
Town, plus the interest on the borrowed
dingy, insanitary and airless the old towns
money must be met by the domestic,
may oe most of them retain this quality,
industrial and shop-keeping tenants. No
which is the essential quality without
such condition is laid upon local authori
which a town is no town . . . We see no
ties undertaking housing schemes . . . ”
sign of it here. Instead we see the growth
of a new ideal at work which might be
This means that everything spent on
described as ebbincss—the ebbtide: the
‘amenities’ means more capital expendi
cult of isolationism. It is as though the
ture without any increased income to
drive to the country has been under
meet it. It is also the reason why house
taken by people all studiously avoiding
each other and pretending that they are
rents are higher in the new towns than
alone.”
for local authority housing.
Its editor, Mr. J. M. Richards roundly
“From the tenant’s point of view, the
declared that “the fact that must never
level of rents has been the most pressing
theless be faced is that the new towns
In 1946 a New Towns Act was passed problem. Protest meetings and many
have failed on three separate counts:
resolutions from community organisations
socially,
economically and architectural
haye claimed that rents are unduly high
From the Town Centre the buses start.
in relation to earnings; that sickness for (It is still within the long arm of London ly.” Two years later, however, his stableany period of time makes the rent burden Transport). Complaints that the services mate Mr. Colin Boyne, editor of the
intolerable; and that both the method of
Architects Journal said in a broadcast
financing New Towns and the increases are inadequate and that they stop too •
A m ong workers it is said that in interest rates have meant that tenants early in the evening are universal. The that
b u n io n is> £tten gth p but how can have had to carry more than their fair low density of the new town makes inter“The New Towns are successful socially.
there be union without social and share of the total cost. Part of this dis neighbourhood journeys very long indeed. Judging from the replies of the inhabi
econom ic equality? Som e workers satisfaction has sprung from the fact that The southernmost neighbourhood is tants to whom I spoke, most people seem
the more recent a house, the higher its known as Indian Country, while another, to like living in them . . . Shop-owners are
m ay be m ore skilled, m ore enter rent
delighted by their turnover, and factory
and/or the lower its construction to the North is nicknamed Mayfair.
prising than others. T o -demand standards are likely to be.”2
managers by the energy and improved
that they should be rewarded ac
The residential neighbourhoods, with health of their employees. All the towns
Stevenage, like the other new towns has their cul-de-sacs, crescents and squares of seem able to boast a large number of
cordingly^ overlooks
the
basic a very large proportion of young families.
cultural, recreational and social organi
socialist concept o f “from each ac Domestic expenditure is at its highest, two-storey houses with grass verges are sations, and attendance figures at com
cording to his ability, to each ac with the purchase of furniture and the better in appearance than most municipal munity centres may be as high as 20%
cording to his need” which apart birth of babies (which also prevents housing and almost all speculative build of the population—which is I’m told,
ing, but not much more than this can
from being a human and just con mothers from adding to the family’s earn be said about them. There was once a double the normal figure for the country/’
This year (as a demonstration of how
cept recognises that every worker ings). A survey in 1954 showed that great deal of talk about the New Towns
meaningless
these generalisations can be),
more
than
a
third
of
families
in
Stevenage
however hum ble his task contributes'
as experiments or laboratories, but there Mr. Geoffrey Gibson writes (Socialist
his bit to the sum total o f human were paying hire purchase instalments is no advance here on Welwyn or Letch Commentary, April 1959), under the title
happiness and w ell-being. W e need against a national average of a quarter. worth. (In terms of density they are “New Town Ghettoes” that
A new survey would probably show a
the dustman and the scientist, the higher proportion. Frequently only over less ‘urban’). Treasury control and a
“Not only is there a total lack of com
farm labourer and the technologist. time can meet the claims on the family safety-first policy has prevented this. As ;munity
spirit in terms of a sense of iden
Why try to make social distinctions income, and this is why many employees Peter Shepheard ruefully remarks,
tification with the New Towns but also
between them . O nly business men of public utilities are reluctant to move
“I remember that when fifst working in terms of mixing together . . . Pubs,
at Stevenage we felt it vital not only to get which I have always regarded as a fairly
and politicians can measure the into New Town houses.
the new town corporation disconnected reliable barometer of community spirit,
“ value” of a man. W hen workers
The same financial parsimony has affec- entirely from the Treasury, but from the are,,, in the New Towns, unfriendly,
indulge in the pastim e too then it ' ted the provision of those community. whole network of local government, by chromium-plated and empty: Little use
is perhaps possible that such a re buildings which were going to make the laws and so on. The idea was to build, is made of Community Halls beyond the
minder as they have been given in new towns different from the dormitory in ten years, a new experimental organised trade union activities and Cor
dances; certainly no
the past week by the 2*500 ink estates of local authorities. In its annual town . . . One of the early technicians at poration-arranged
Stevenage actually proposed that we evidence of spontaneous social activity on
workers can do nothing but good.
report for 1953-4, the Stevenage Develop should write our own by-laws. The idea a community basis. One Public Rela
ment Corporation complained that it had was to have no by-laws at all.”*
tions Officer of a Development Corpora
If the Trades U nion leaders want
tion, with responsibilities for ‘fostering,’
. “experienced much difficulty in obtain
real unity in their m ovem ent let
a community spirit complained to me that
the only community spirit he, had been
them' start by putting their house ing the sanction of your Ministry for the
of community buildings under
able to detect or encourage was one of
in order, and ensuring that when the erection
the New Towns Act. Increasingly, Kin /T*HE way in which the idea of a real common hostility by the residents towards
workers protest they do so with one the result, has the rapidly growing
architectural and social experiment figgSMj
voice. And this they can do only population had to be content With un was submerged under layers and layers
satisfactory
makeshifts.
This
is
destruc
Richard Hauser's Institute for Group
when they are equals in a commu
to that spirit of voluntary enterprise of bureaucracy, under bickering for status and Social Development has done a cernity of equals, in fact as w ell as in tive
upon which the organisation of commu between rival authorities, has been fully
theory.
C ontinued on p. 4
nal activities so largely depends.”
But when the shops have shut, the
town centre empties, apart from the bus
queues. The cinema is unlikely to be
built, for the two cinemas in the old
town do not get full houses nowadays.
(But television came just in time for the
housebound pioneers of Stevenage). A
Mecca dance hall is to be built, and
meanwhile the Mecca of teen-age Steven
age is one of the three coffee bars. Of
these, the Highflyer closes at 6, the Coffee
Cabin stays open till 12 and has a piano
and a skiffle group, while the Planets,
high up in the town centre (S.P.C.K.
bookshop on the ground floor, dancing
school known as Gordon's Sin-Bin on
the first, and the Planets on the second),
also stays open till 12, and has a juke
box. The girls dance together, while the
boys lean on the wall and watch. Con-;; s
. versations go on for hours and are, no
doubt, more interesting than the sworddancing group at the Longmead Youth
Club.
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have acquired the nickname ‘Missile
ville’, it is the result of government
policy:

Continued
from p. 3

sary conclusion of the Stevenage story is
the reason why people call it Missileville.
Here is a “human story” from the Steven

tain amount of research at Stevenaee,
and Hephzibah Menuhin, describing it at
a meeting last week, echoed Mr. Orlans*
conclusions about making utopias for
other people. Why should we expect,
she asked, the neighbourhood units would
make people neighbourly, or community
centres give them a sense of community?
The people who live in Stevenage have
come there because the factory they
worked for moved there or because taking
a job there would get them a house in a
healthy place to raise a family. But at
no stage were they able to decide what
kind of house they would like to live in,
they weren’t consulted by the architects,
their idea of a neighbourly physical en
vironment was not sought. They did
nothing for themselves, nor were they in*
a position to do so. It is easy to find
valid reasons why this was so and why it
was inevitable in our society; it would be
more useful to look for ways in which
people's own initiative can be applied to
the New Town idea. This will be done
in a forthcoming article in F reedom.

age Gazette (2 4 /4 /5 9 ):
“ ‘When are they going to let the
rockets off, mummy?* That was what
every little boy in the wives and chil
dren's enclosure at the English Electric
works wanted to know when the Queen
inspected a display o f Thunderbird guided
missiles.”
Stevenage is flourishing because its in
dustries are largely armament industries.
Over 50 per cent, o f the working popula
tion are employed at the English Electric
Guided Weapons Division factory where
the Thunderbird missile is being produced,
or at De Havilland's where the Blue
Streak Intermediate Range Ballistic Mis
sile (which is to replace the Thor as the
latest development in Britain’s ‘deterrent*
policy) is being made. Other smaller
firms like Hilmor Ltd., the makers of
tube-bending machinery (“orders include
some for the Admiralty and the
A.E.R.A.”), or Fleming Radio (“For four
years now, the company has made impor
tant electronic equipment for guided mis
siles”), are busy in the same business, or
in subcontracting for tne missile giants.
The Manchester Guardian, discussing
Stevenage at the time o f the royal visit,
remarked that “the expansion of its
guided-missile industry may, perhaps,
have been too rapid for comfort”. But
it is no accident that Stevenage should

D U T just as the story of the Tennessee
Valley Project in America is incom
plete without its ironic sequel, namely
that at Oak Ridge Tennessee, the final
achievement of the power and prosperity
that TVA brought to the region, was the
production of the bombs that fell on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, so the neces

“The greater part o f the factory con
struction has taken place in a period of
rearmament and o f restrictions on certain
types o f industrial development. Priority
has been given to firms producing, or
capable of producing, for defence con
tracts; location certificates from the
Board o f Trade and building licenses
have been granted far more easily to
firms making a contribution towards the
defence programme.”
From March 31st to April 11th the
Direct Action Committee Against Nuclear
War carried out an intensive campaign
in Stevenage, by leaflets, door to door
canvassing, open air meetings, and poster
demonstrations.
The aims o f this campaign were:
“To awaken everyone in Stevenage to
the immorality and danger o f H-Bombs
and Rockets, and to make them aware
o f their personal responsibility for the
work on missiles in the town and o f their
power to prevent it; to urge the people
of Stevenage, and in particular the Devel
opment Corporation, to try to bring new
industries into the town; to urge workers
on missiles to leave their jobs; to appeal
to school leavers and all applicants for
jobs at English Electric to seek work
elsewhere; to ask Trade Union officials to
do all they can to get work on nuclear
weapons withdrawn; to try to get trades
men and contractors to stop supplying
goods to these factories.”
The campaign brought about a token
strike by building workers employed on
the English Electric factory,vone man left

Government Of- For- ByTN the jargon of parliamentary demo
cracy our rulers are representatives ot
the people elected by the people, men
(and sometimes women), whose duty and
privilege, indeed whose pleasure it is to
secure the interests and wellbeing and
implement the wishes and will o f the
people. In international as in home
affairs our rulers are intent on translat
ing the ideals of justice, comity and
equity into practice. According to the
jargon in which these concepts are ex
pressed decisions are made by rulers for
the benefit of subjects after careful con
sideration and free and open debate and
discussion.
The divergence between this kind of
gobbledegook and reality is a common
place of anarchist thought. Confirma
tion (perhaps unwitting) of anarchist
opinion is to be found in two recently
published books. Both help to explode
some of our political myths.

what is new is the rise o f the military
and business leaders to a position where
they can be openly seen to decisively in
fluence executive planning ad strategy.

J

The military can thank World War Two
and the ensuing cold war for their un
precedented influence. The permanent
military threat with which the leaders of
the U.S.A. opine that they are faced has
transformed the military from a puny
institution encircled by civilian distrust
to a great, sprawling bureaucratic organization equipped with a public relations
system to try to cover up its inherent
clumsiness and undemocratic structure.
As a result o f this transformation almost
all political and economic decisions are
now made in terms o f military necessity.

The war expenditure caused by the
growth o f the military has enriched the
big industrial corporations.
During
World War Two $175 billion of prime
supply contracts were given to private
industry and one-third o f these went to
ten firms. This colossal war expenditure
dragged the U.S.A. out o f the slump of
the 1930’s—although as a corollary many
who would otherwise have been unem
ployed were killed or maimed. Continu
ation since 1945 of war spending has
helped to stave off a recurrence of slump
but the price paid for the war economy
has been the participation in government
of the executives of the great corpora
tions. Business participation makes a
reduction of arms outlay improbable be
cause that would remove a barrier
against slump and would drastically cut
the profits of the big corporations. Thus
in January 1958, Eisenhower’s reaction to
4.5 million unemployed was to announce
an increase in war contracts from 1957’s|
$35.6 billion to $47.2 billion for 1958. Yet
paradoxically it seems that “ . . . the new
weaponry, the new kinds of war pre
parations [are not] as economically rele
vant to subsidizing the defaults and
irrationalities of the capitalist economy
as the old, . . . T he amount of money
spent is large enough but it tends to go
to a smaller proportion . . . to the techni
cian rather than to the semi-skilled . . .
Accordingly the new type of military
pump priming will not prime as much;
it will not carry as great a ‘multiplier
effect’; it will not stimulate consumption
or subsidize capitalism as well as the
older type. It is a real capitalist diffi
culty and the military expenditures may
indeed have to be great to overcome it.”

In the preface of his ‘T he C harm of
Politics’ (Hamish Hamilton, 18/-),
R. H. S. Crossman writes, “Since his
[Bagshot’s] epoch Parliamentary govern
ment has been replaced by what can be
described as alternating party dictator
ship . . . Our modern system . . . limits
the elector to choosing between the
Cabinet and the Shadow Cabinet . . .
has steadily degraded the status of the
individual M.P. . . . and is rapidly trans
ferring both debate and decision from
the publicity of the floor o f the Commons
to the secrecy of the party caucus in the
committee rooms upstairs or the party
headquarters outside”. Crossman is one
of the few radically-minded men left in
the labour Party. If he can see through
to the realities of parliamentary demo
cracy why does he stay in the game?
The book (a collection of essays—all but
one of which were first published in the
New Statesman) provides no answer.
Why does he write about it? Because
the divergence between the myth and the
reality of representative institutions is
“the main justification . . . for trying, as
a politician, to write about politics.'
But on the next page we are told “most
of what we [those who have sat inside
the party caucus or party executive] have
learnt must remain off the record.”
Crossman’s remarks serve as an aperi
tif to C. Wright Mills’ T he Causes of
World War T hree’ (Seeker & Warburg,
15/-). Mills is an American sociologist
who in earlier books has analysed the
changing structure of American society.
In Mills’ view the professional politi
In his new book he is concerned with
the implications which the changes have cian is beginning to fade out of the pic
ture. The president is a general while
for the prospects of world peace. The
many cabinet jobs are held by indus
conclusions he draws from his analysis
trialists. The growth of secrecy has its
are not encouraging.
concomitant in the growth of the number
There has come into being in the
of administrative decisions and the nar
U .S.A a “power 61ite”. This coterie rowing of the field of political decisions
consists of a few hundred military lead which are discussed and debated before
ers, corporation executives and politicians
being made. The myth that government
and the most frightening effect of their policies mirror the wishes and will of the
assumption of power is the orientation people can now hardly be maintained.
away from policies likely to promote
peace and the orientation towards poli
These developments have led to the
cies likely to cause World War Three.
creation of a mass society while the
That politicians have openly guided and U.S.A. has become an overdeveloped j
businessmen insidiously influenced Amer superstate governed oligarchically. Anar
ican policy is no new revelation but chists would say that it always has been.

his job there, and 75 local people prom
ised financial assistance to any rocket
factory worker who decided to quit his
job on conscientious grounds. Over a
thousand people signed a letter urging
the Development Corporation to intro
duce new industries in the town. A bout v
a hundred people were at the Saturday
meeting in the town centre, addressed by
Donald Soper, Bonn Levy and Alex
Comfort, which concluded the campaign.
(Comparative figures: the Labour parlia
mentary candidate a few weeks earlier
drew thirty to fifty people, a religious
meeting on the theme that the Bible is
the only hope for the atomic age drew
ten or less. A week later the Queen’s
visit drew about ten thousand people to
the town centre. The Queen visited two
rocket factories, and examined the rock
ets “with great interest”).
Did the campaign make any impact on
Missileville? The Conservative M.P. for
the area said, “I utterly condemn making
Stevenage workers into political shuttle
cocks when in fact they are following
honourable callings in carrying out nat
ional policy.” An English Electric shopsteward tried to persuade his colleagues
to stage a token strike over the issue o f
the lack of alternative jobs for technicians
who did not want to work on missiles.
A letter from a local resident summed up
his view- of the demonstrators in saying
that
“I believe they have stirred the con
science of many. This is not just the
concern of English Electric and de Havillands—it is an issue that all must face.
I would like to express my gratitude to

those who have campaigned herej
as a result of their efforts the
beginning to face reality. But it
us uncomfortable when we are sd
told that our prosperity is the r
the manufacture o f devilish weapS
But whoever feels uncoraforyf
isn’t English Electric, who it
Visit Supplement to the local pajj
a half-page advertisement for thp)
as though it was a washing-j
“T o all these problems, the anl
T H U N D E R B IR D ”, while in an ag
ment in the Manchester
(1 1 /6 /5 9 ) they seek mord sttfiirt
“wide and expanding org&uiisati<j
their Guided Weapons Qiv&bn, *
picture o f their
“80,000 sq, ft. Instrument Facft!
Stevenage, due for completion thisproviding spacious and eomprehe£
equipped laboratories, and prodycji
inertial guidance systems for misslffl
craft and marine concepts.”
f
This is the destination o f Stevir
journey from Silkingrad to M issff
Peace, the end o f the Cold War, dfF
ment, would be a disaster for theJ
“When are they going to let the rr
off, mum my?”
1. J. D. Tetlow (Journal of the Town if
Institute, April, 1959).
2. F. J. Osborn, The Pioneer of the .VM
(1950).
3. Norman Mackenzie: The Nets Tott/w
4. Peter Shepheard (Architectural AM
Journal, May 1957).

T h e D a v id B
Fu n d

TVTE have received a post-card
our comrades of ‘Pensee et A
*Cercle la Bo6tie* and the Belgian]
Resisters International expressingf
to maintain a war economy will dis
nation at the imprisonment o f Davfl
appear.
They write: “We hope that D&vjjdj
ith Mills’ analysis of the changes in the
will not be obliged to sit this nine mr
structure of American society anarchists
Please to communicate him our I
need not disagree— though some may.
tion.” There has also been a i v
Indeed his analysis (expressed more fully
the case reprinted from F rees
in his book ‘T h e Power Elite”) could
U A dun ata dei Refrattari (New YdL
help to build a new anarchist sociology.
Our funds have received augment!
With Mills’ remedies there is more scope
from two other international b o d ic
for disagreement. He shows too great a
we hope we can fulfil our target in
belief in the amenability of governments
matter. We need funds towards theP
to reason. Would the power elite aban
of defence in the appeal (which wdj
don its privileges merely because intel
is to be held before July 21st), text V
lectuals demonstrate that its continued
to be sent in, and if necessary, fo ri
existence is a threat to peace? Even if
after release.
the individuals who comprise the power
P eter F eak & M ax P atrip ®
elite are not fundamentally inhuman they
Send your donations (cash, p o i
would probably close their ears to the
orders, cheques t o :
presentation of the truth as Mills sees it.
P eter F eak,
As for government control of industry
27 W alcot Square,
this exists in the U.S.S.R. Is that coun
Kennington,
try less bellicose than the U.S.A.? Are
London, S .E .ll.
its leaders less devoted to their selfish
LIST 2.
D A V ID BELL FUND,
interests? To spend on the underdevel
J.S. 5/-; “Freie Arbeiter Stimme” Gro\j|
oped countries the billions o f dollars now
(London) collection £1; International An
being spent on arms is not likely to
archist Centre £5; M.&J.S. £1.
delight the American taxpayer. He would
Total ......
7 5 0
rather have a tax reduction.
Brought forWard __
5 14 0 il
That the remedies put forward by
Mills wouId__be efficacious will find dis
TOTAL TO DATE .... £12 19 0
agreement among anarchists but that the
problem of avoiding a holocaust is urgent
M ax Patrick.
will or should meet with no disagreement.
K. J. Maddock.

The People

How does Mills propose to remedy the
imbecile outlook of the power dlite and
turn American policies away from war
towards peace? He places great faith in
intellectuals. Intellectuals are “the organ
ized memory of mankind and such cul
tural apparatus as it has they create and
they maintain. If they write, paint, speak,
if they create and distribute images and
ideas their work is publicly relevant.”
They “deal with ideas—with recollections
of the past, definitions o f the present and
images of possible futures.” Mills urges
intellectuals to dissociate themselves from
the preparation for war and to criticize
and condemn the habits of thought which
have made that preparation seem neces
sary. Scientists should cease to prosti
tute their scientific knowledge. The
supine and apathetic attitude of the
clergy is berated in a chapter entitled ‘A
Pagan Sermon’.
Large-scale aid should be given to the
underdeveloped countries and this would
take up the slack left in the economy by
the reduction of arms expenditure. On
the home front he advocates government
control (and ownership?) of the means of
production—at least so far as industries
having military relevance are concerned.
Thus the profit motive will cease to drive
the U.S.A. towards war. The prepara
tion for war will cease to be a source of
private profit and the personal incentive

1

M E E T I N GS

Anarchist Summer School
A RRANGEMENTS are going ahead
**
for the Summer School during/
August Bank Holiday weekend^ thanks
to the kind offer of a comrade who is
providing camping ground, indoor cook
ing and lecture premises and three bed
rooms which could be used for the chil
dren if necessary, but a final “sorting
out” will have to £>e decided on arrival.
Tents are being provided but these are
being transported from London. Indivi
duals will have to provide their own sleep
ing bags or blankets and sheets and will
have to take the responsibility of trans
porting them.
The address is as follow s:
New House Farm,
High Hurstwood Road,
Uckfield, Sussex.
There are regular train services from
Victoria (London) to Buxted which is 2
miles from New House Farm. If com
rades who have already booked for the
Summer School will take this notification
as acknowledgement any further details
that we consider necessary will be sent
to them individually. In the meantime
please notify us at Freedom Bookshop
whether you are travelling on Friday or
Saturday and Alan Albon will try to
arrange to meet the train at Buxted.
Obviously he cannot meet all trains, so
please specify times of departure which
are as follows:
Leaving Victoria, Friday: —
3.50 p.m., 4.35, 4.49, 5.8, 6.10 (through
trains), 7.8, 8.8, 9.8.

Saturday a.m .: 9.8, 10.38, 11.8; p.m.:
12.18, 1.28, 2.8.
There may be some alteration in trains
because of the holiday but London com
rades will be able to check for themselves
beforehand. If there is any drastic alter
ation we will notify others in time.
The train fare from London is about
14/-, and the charge for the weekend
should be about 30/- per head. It is
difficult at this stage to give an exact
figure.
Lectures have been arranged for Satur
day afternoon, Sunday morning and
Monday morning. This should leave
plenty of time for discussion. The lec
tures are as follows: —
Bob Green:
Saturday afternoon—The Attractions
of Pseudo-psychology.
Alan Albon:
Sunday morning—Community Farming
and Work Relationships.
Philip Sansom:
Monday morning—Anarchism: Effec
tive methods of propaganda and
movement organisation.
When we notified F reedom readers
several weeks ago about the Summer
School we asked for a' response within
ten days. We thank those who notified
us within this time, and emphasise that
we cannot guarantee to make arrange
ments for anyone applying more than a
week after this final notice in F reedom.

R.M.

A N D

ANNOUNCEM ENTS
LONDON ANARCHIST
GROUP
Regular Sunday meetings now held at
“Marquis of Granby” Public House,
Rath bone Street (corner of Percy Street,
Rathbone Place and Charlotte Street),
7.30 p.m.

BIRMINGHAM.
JULY 19.—N.S.S. at Midland
Institute Cinema, Paradise Street,
Sunday, 6.45 p.m.
Jack Robinson on
WHAT IS ANARCHISM?

FREEDOM
Tha A n a r c h i s t

Weekl y

Voetal S u b s c r ip t io n R a t o s t
12 m onths 19/- (U.S.A. $3.00)

6 month. 9/6 (U.S.A. $1.50)
3 month. 5/- (U.S.A $0.75)

S p e d ml Subscription R a te s fo r 2 copies

12 moatbs 29/- (U.S.A. $4.50)
4 month. 14/4 (U.SA. $2.25)
C k M N i. P-O.’. and Monty OrcUr* ffcoald
b s m ada oak to FREEDOM PRE5S. croaaod
a /c Pofoo, and addroa—d to tho publl.han
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